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Abstract
The Netherlands experienced three consecutive dry summers (2018-2020), causing socio-economic
and environmental problems. Such extreme droughts are projected to occur more often in the future
due to climate change. Therefore, this thesis analysed the influence of climate change on hydrological
droughts in the Netherlands and the potential of water management to mitigate their impact. The
rainfall-runoff model WALRUS was used to simulate discharge [Q] and groundwater depth [G] for the
Grote Waterleiding and Lunterse Beek. Droughts were identified with a daily variable threshold,
subsequently drought characteristics and initial conditions (precipitation deficit and groundwater
depth) were compared between a reference scenario (1981-2010), a future scenario (KNMI’14 WH
2085) and multiple water management scenarios. First, this study found that WALRUS is able to
simulate the recession and low flow during a dry year quite well, but struggles to capture peaks after
low flow periods. Second, multilinear regression showed that the discharge and groundwater deficit
on a drought day increase when the initial precipitation deficit anomaly (sum in the 30 days prior) and
the initial groundwater depth anomaly (30 days prior) increase. Third, due to climate change, drought
events that start in spring, summer and autumn become more severe (occurrence, duration and
intensity), while the deficits on drought days only likely increase in summer and autumn. Fourth, weirs
and groundwater supply both decrease groundwater drought severity, but only groundwater supply
decreases discharge drought severity. Implementing these measures in spring and summer is sufficient
to decrease groundwater drought severity in those seasons. For a decrease in autumn, weirs are
needed from spring until autumn, while groundwater supply in spring and summer is enough.
Concluding, weirs and groundwater supply can be used to mitigate future hydrological drought impact.
However, further research is needed on the influence of water management strategies in other
catchments, especially focussing on catchments’ sensitivity to a measure’s magnitude and timing.
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List of abbreviations
WALRUS

Wageningen Lowland Runoff Simulator (rainfall-runoff model)

P

Precipitation

ETpot

Potential evapotranspiration

Q

Discharge

G

Groundwater depth (w.r.t. the soil surface)

Q20

20th percentile threshold for discharge

G20

20th percentile threshold for groundwater depth

Deficit

Threshold deviation (i.e. actual value – threshold) on individual drought days

Vdef

Volume deficit, which is the deficit integrated over a drought event

Pdef

Precipitation deficit (ETact − P)

Pdef0 (anomaly)

Precipitation deficit (anomaly) sum in the 30 days before the drought start

G0 (anomaly)

Groundwater depth (anomaly) 30 days before the drought start

hSmin

Weir level (w.r.t. the channel bottom)

fXG

Groundwater supply (i.e. active adding water to the groundwater)

NSE

Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency of the discharge

NSEi

Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency of the inverse discharge
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem description
The Netherlands experienced three consecutive dry summers from 2018 to 2020; especially the
summer of 2018 was extremely dry (Brakkee et al., 2021). During that summer, a lack of precipitation
combined with high temperatures resulted in an average precipitation deficit of more than 300 mm
(Kramer et al., 2019). This meteorological drought propagated through the hydrological system,
eventually resulting in low streamflows and groundwater depletion (van den Eertwegh et al., 2019).
This caused problems for natural ecosystems and various water dependent sectors, such as agricultural
activities, drinking water companies and shipping (IenW, 2019).
Although the 2018 summer drought was a nationwide problem in the Netherlands, the
meteorological drought was more severe inland (south and east) (Kramer et al., 2019). As a matter of
fact, the occurrence of inland summer droughts has increased since the 1950s due to climate change
(Philip et al., 2020). In the future, this trend is expected to continue or even become stronger (Philip
et al., 2020). Not only in the Netherlands, but also in Europe such extreme droughts are projected to
occur more due to climate change (Toreti et al., 2019). In addition, hydrological droughts are expected
to become longer and more severe across Europe (Feyen & Dankers, 2009; Alderlieste et al., 2014),
which is in line with the projected global increase in hydrological drought severity (Prudhomme et al.,
2014).
Thus, droughts are expected to become a greater problem in the future. Yet, their underlying
mechanisms are not well understood (Hao et al., 2018). Especially more needs to be known about
hydrological droughts, because streamflow and groundwater deficits directly influence the socioeconomic and ecological impacts of droughts (Van Loon & Laaha, 2015; Hao et al., 2018). Although
hydrological droughts originate from meteorological droughts, not every meteorological drought
develops into a hydrological drought since this is also influenced by the initial catchment conditions
(Hao et al., 2018). Especially catchment storage is important as this creates a long memory in the
system (Van Loon, 2015). Groundwater is one of the most persistent stores, reacting last to
meteorological droughts (Van Loon, 2015). Therefore, it is important to know how the initial
groundwater depth influences the propagation from meteorological to hydrological droughts.
In addition, groundwater is a crucial part of drought management strategies since it can serve as
a buffer during meteorological droughts (Brakkee et al., 2021). Unfortunately, groundwater tables in
the Netherlands have been declining since the 1900s due to the intensification of drainage and
groundwater extraction for drinking water, agriculture and industry (de Lenne & Worm, 2020). Yet, the
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recent summer droughts have shown the need for structural changes in the design and management
of the groundwater water system (van den Eertwegh et al., 2020; de Lenne & Worm, 2020). Mitigating
hydrological drought impacts is essential, because they can develop into multi-year droughts that have
long-lasting negative effects (Brakkee et al., 2021). For example, despite the winter of 2019 having
relatively normal rainfall, most inland catchments still experienced low groundwater levels in the
spring of 2019. Furthermore, structural measures are needed, because it is often too late to take
mitigative actions when a groundwater drought has already developed (van den Eertwegh et al., 2020).
This further highlights the importance of knowing more about the processes underlying the
development of hydrological droughts.
Water retention in the surface water and groundwater system is one of the main ways to mitigate
hydrological drought impacts (Brakkee et al., 2021; Van den Eertwegh et al., 2020; de Lenne & Worm,
2020). Raising weir levels has been a widely suggested method, because it prevents groundwater
drainage and promotes surface water infiltration (Brakkee et al., 2021; Van den Eertwegh et al., 2020;
de Lenne & Worm, 2020; Delsman et al., 2020). Currently, weirs are lowered during the winter to
discharge the precipitation surplus and to allow for agriculture activities (van den Eertwegh et al.,
2020). During the summer, weir levels are raised to retain water. However, in catchments without
water supply, it is often difficult to maintain this summer water level due to low streamflows (van den
Eertwegh et al., 2020). A possible solution is to raise weir levels in the winter to store the winter season
precipitation surplus (Brakkee et al., 2021; Delsman et al., 2020).
However, the effect of water management strategies strongly depends on catchment
characteristics (van den Eertwegh et al., 2020). In some catchments effects could last for months, while
in others they only last a few weeks. Therefore, knowing more about the duration and timing of the
effects is essential. Especially when taking into account that increasing water retention could also have
negative impacts, such as water damage to crops or nature (van den Eertwegh et al., 2020).

1.2 Research objectives
The aim of this thesis is to analyse the influence of climate change on hydrological droughts in the
Netherlands and the potential of water management to mitigate their impacts. The propagation from
meteorological to hydrological droughts is influenced by initial catchment storage, catchment
characteristics and water management (Brakkee et al., 2021; Hao et al., 2018). Therefore, it is
important to first study how precipitation deficits and initial groundwater depth (i.e. catchment
storage) influence hydrological drought development, and how this differs between catchments.
Additionally, the influence of climate change on droughts and their initial conditions is examined. This
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thesis uses the 2018 summer drought as a case study to examine the mitigative effect of weirs and
groundwater supply. Thereafter, their potential effect on future droughts is studied.
Two catchments in the Netherlands are studied to account for a variation in catchment
characteristics and water management strategies: the Grote Waterleiding and the Lunterse Beek
(Figure 1). The rainfall-runoff model WALRUS is used to carry out this study, because it was specifically
developed for lowland catchments (Brauer et al., 2014a). In addition, WALRUS is able to simulate the
influence of climate change and the effect of water management (Brauer et al., 2014a).

1.3 Research questions
How will climate change influence hydrological droughts in two catchments in the Netherlands and
could water management be used to mitigate the impact of these droughts?
1. How well does WALRUS simulate the 2018 drought in both catchments?
2. How do initial precipitation deficit and groundwater depth relate to drought severity in both
catchments under the reference scenario (1981-2010)?
3. How does future climate change influence hydrological drought characteristics, and the relation
between initial conditions and drought severity in both catchments?
4. How could water management be used to mitigate the impact of hydrological droughts in the
Grote Waterleiding?
4.1. How would weirs and groundwater supply have influenced the development of the 2018
drought in the Grote Waterleiding?
4.2. How could weirs and groundwater water supply influence the development of future
droughts in the Grote Waterleiding?
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2 Study area and data
2.1 Study area
This research focused on two catchments in the Netherlands (Figure 1): Grote Waterleiding [GW] and
Lunterse Beek [LB]. Both catchments are above mean sea level and freely draining. GW is completely
located in an agriculutral area (WRIJ, n.d.), whereas LB is dominated by agriculture but also contains
some urban area and forest (Eekhout et al., 2015). The catchments mainly differ when it comes to
discharge dynamics and water management. Both catchments have weirs, but the discharge in GW is
barely affected by them. In addition, GW receives surface water supply (0.216 mm/d 1 Apr – 30 Sep),
while there is downward seepage in LB (-0.5 mm/d). As a result, GW still has some discharge during
the summer, whereas LB often runs dry in summer and autumn. The discharge during winter is similar
in both catchments. Table 1 shows some specifics of the catchments.

Figure 1. Locations of the catchments: Lunterse Beek (1) and Grote Waterleiding (2).
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Table 1. Information about the catchments. The annual inlet for GW is based on 0.216 mm/d (1 Apr – 30 Sep).
The annual downward seepage (negative) for LB is based on a sine function with a minimum of 0 mm/d (1 Sep)
and a maximum of -1 mm/d (1 Feb).
Size

Discharge

Inlet

Seepage

(km2)

(mm y-1)

(mm y-1)

(mm y-1)

LB

63

1541

0

-183

GW

40

1701

40

0

Catchment

1

KNMI station

KNMI station

for P

for ETpot

Sand

Lunteren

De Bilt

Loamy sand

Lochem

Hupsel

Soil type

Mean annual discharge for LB (2017-2019) and GW (2012-2020).

2.2 Data
2.2.1 Reference and future data
Precipitation [P] and potential evapotranspiration [ETpot] time series were needed to simulate
droughts in GW and LB. Daily precipitation and daily reference evapotranspiration according to
Makkink were obtained from the KNMI for a 30-year reference period (1981-2010) and a future climate
scenario (KNMI’14 WH 2085) (KNMI, n.d.-a). It should be noted that the reference evapotranspiration
was used as potential evapotranspiration [ETpot] in this thesis. The KNMI homogenised and detrended the reference series for the climate of 2010 (KNMI, 2015). Subsequently, they transformed
the de-trended reference series into future series that represent the climate in 2030, 2050 or 2085
according to the KNMI’14 climate scenarios (KNMI, 2015). The KNMI created four climate scenarios
using a combination of two variables: global temperature increase (moderate ‘G’, warm ‘W’) and
changes in air flow (low ‘L’, high ‘H’) (Klein Tank et al., 2014). For this thesis, the WH scenario in 2085
was used because it represents the most extreme scenario for summer droughts, with a global
temperature increase of 3.5°C and a 50% increase of the average precipitation deficit during the
growing season (Klein Tank et al., 2014). The transformed reference and future series for P and ETpot
are available for respectively 240 and 14 stations. For each forcing the station closest to the
catchments was chosen, resulting in two stations being used for each catchment (Table 1).

2.2.2 Calibration and validation data
The forcing data for calibration and validation were obtained from the same KNMI stations as those
used for the reference and future time series (KNMI, n.d.-b; KNMI, n.d.-c). For both catchments, P and
ETpot data were available for 2000-2020. In addition, discharge data for both catchments, an
estimation of the surface water supply in GW and an estimation of the downward seepage in LB were
needed to calibrate and validate WALRUS. The data for GW were supplied by Waterschap Rijn en IJssel
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for 2012-2020. The data for LB were supplied by Waterschap Vallei en Veluwe for 2017-2019. Appendix
A contains an overview of available data.
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3 Methods
In this section the methods are described. Firstly, a short description of the rainfall-runoff model
WALRUS is given, including the steps to calibrate and validate the model (Section 3.1). Secondly, the
drought identification methods are explained. In addition, an overview is given of the drought
characteristics that were used to analyse and compare the droughts (Section 3.2). Thirdly, the methods
to study the relation between initial conditions and drought severity are explained (Section 3.3).
Finally, it is described how the influence of climate change and water management on droughts was
analysed (Section 3.4 and 3.5).

3.1 Rainfall-runoff model WALRUS
3.1.1 Model overview
For this thesis the Wageningen Lowland Runoff Simulator [WALRUS] was used, which is a rainfall-runoff
model specifically designed for lowland areas (Brauer et al., 2014b). Figure 2 shows its model structure.
The model consists of three reservoirs: 1) a soil reservoir including vadose zone and groundwater, 2) a
quickflow reservoir, and 3) a surface water reservoir. WALRUS explicitly accounts for several processes
that are important in lowland catchments: 1) groundwater-vadose zone coupling, 2) wetnessdependent flow routes, 3) groundwater-surface water feedbacks, and 4) seepage and surface water
supply. The model requires P and ETpot as input, while observed discharge [Qobs], surface water
supply [fXS] and seepage [fXG] can be given as input if applicable. As this thesis focusses on
hydrological droughts, the following output variables are important: discharge [Q] and groundwater
depth [G].
WALRUS calculates Q based on the surface water level [hS] with the stage-discharge relation. Weir
levels [hSmin] can be added as a threshold in this relation. The G is calculated based on changes in the
storage deficit [dV], which represents the dryness of the vadose zone. The dV also controls the wetness
index [W], which determines if water goes into the soil reservoir or if it flows via the quickflow reservoir
to the surface water. In addition, Q and G interact through the groundwater-surface water flux [fGS],
which depends on the difference between hS and G. Note that hS and hSmin are measured with
respect to the channel bottom [cD], while G is measured with respect to the soil surface. Therefore,
surface water level is often given as hS-cD since this allows for easier comparison with G.

3|Methods

Figure 2. Overview of WALRUS model structure (Brauer et al., 2014b). Note that groundwater depth is
abbreviated with G in this thesis, while WALRUS uses dG.

3.1.2 Calibration and validation
WALRUS has three parameters that are important when calibrating on discharge (Brauer et al., 2014b).
Firstly, the wetness index parameter [cW], which controls the relation between W and dV. Secondly,
the groundwater reservoir constant [cG], which represents the resistance and influences fGS. Thirdly,
the quickflow reservoir constant [cQ], which acts as a time constant for the quickflow reservoir. The
cQ was less important for this thesis since it focussed on droughts.
WALRUS was calibrated for each catchment using a dry year or season: Apr - Sep 2015 for the GW
and full year 2019 for LB. Values for cW, cG and cQ were determined using a large number of parameter
sets (obtained with Latin hypercube sampling) combined with the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization
method that minimizes the sum of squares of the residuals (Brauer et al., 2017). The other parameters
and catchment characteristics were based on a previous study by Imhoff et al. (2021). After calibration,
model performance was validated on 2018.
The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency of the discharge [NSE] and of the inverse of the discharge [NSEi] were
used to assess the goodness of fit between the observed and simulated discharge. The NSEi is
especially important, because it focusses on low flows (Pushpalatha et al., 2012). However, the NSEi
cannot be computed when there is no discharge since it is not possible to calculate the inverse of 0.
This can be solved by adding a small constant (i.e. 1% of the mean discharge) to the discharge before
calculating the inverse (Pushpalatha et al., 2012). In addition to these two goodness of fit statistics, the
recession periods and drought recovery were visually compared between the observations and
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simulations. When validation for 2018 showed that model performance was acceptable, the calibrated
parameters were used to simulate the reference, future and water management scenarios.

3.2 Drought identification and characteristics
3.2.1 Drought identification
The threshold method was used to determine if a drought occurs. This method uses a pre-defined
threshold: when a variable drops below a certain percentile, it is considered to be in drought (van Loon,
2015). This thesis used a 20th percentile threshold as this was also done in previous studies focussing
on drought in the Netherlands or Europe (van den Eertwegh et al., 2019; Sutanto & van Lanen, 2020).
To account for seasonal variability, a 31-day moving window was used to obtain a daily variable
threshold: the threshold for day 𝑖 was calculated based on day 𝑖 as well as the 15 days before and after,
using all years in the time series (Beyene et al., 2014). Thus, since this thesis used time series of 30
years, each daily threshold is calculated based on 930 days. However, the variable threshold method
overestimates drought duration in catchments that frequently run dry (van Huijgevoort et al., 2012).
Therefore, the combined method as developed by Van Huijgevoort et al. (2012) was used when a
catchment had no flow more than 5% of the time, which was the case for LB.
This thesis focused on droughts in discharge [Q] and groundwater depth [G]. The thresholds were
based on WALRUS simulations of Q and G that were forced with P and ETpot from the reference
scenario. A day experienced Q drought when Q ≤ threshold [Q20]. Since G is measured from the surface
(i.e. a larger value indicates deeper groundwater), a day experienced G drought when G ≥ threshold
[G20]. Uninterrupted days in drought were considered as individual drought events. After excluding
individual events with a duration of <5 days, the events that followed within 15 days of each other
were pooled. The threshold method and pooling method are illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2.2 Drought characteristics
The following drought characteristics were calculated for the pooled drought events: drought timing,
drought duration, volume deficit and intensity. Drought timing is represented by the season in which
a drought starts, with seasons being defined as follows: winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA), and
autumn (SON). The volume deficit [Vdef] is the difference between the threshold and the actual value
for Q or G integrated over the drought duration (van Loon, 2015). It should be noted that for G
droughts, the Vdef does not actually represent a shortage of volume, but rather a more general
measure of severity (van Loon et al., 2014). The duration and Vdef of pooled events were obtained by
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summing the duration and Vdef of all individual events included in the pooled events (Eq. 1 and 2,
Figure 3).

𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖+1 + ⋯

(Eq. 1)

𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 = 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖 + 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖+1 + ⋯

(Eq. 2)

with 𝑖 being an individual drought event and 𝑖 + 1 being the next individual drought event that
follows within 15 days of event 𝑖. This means that the short periods up to 15 days without drought are
not included in the duration or Vdef of the pooled events. In addition, the drought intensity was
calculated by dividing the Vdef by the duration of each pooled event. From here on, pooled drought
events are just referred to as drought events.

Figure 3. Example of the threshold method using a daily variable threshold (20th percentile) for groundwater
depth [G]. Pooled events are indicated by red shaded areas, while individual events are marked by thick horizontal
lines (i.e. when groundwater depth is below the threshold). The pooling is fully illustrated for drought duration:
the pooled duration is calculated by summing the duration of all individual events. The volume deficit is indicated
for one individual event, but the pooled volume deficit was calculated in the same way as the pooled duration.

3.3 Initial conditions and drought severity
This section contains the methods to analyse the relation between the initial precipitation deficit
(ETact − P), initial groundwater depth and drought severity for drought events in the reference
scenario (1981-2010) and future scenario (WH 2085). Drought severity was defined by the drought
duration and Vdef. The initial conditions were analysed in two ways. First, the Pdef sum in the 30 days
before the drought start [Pdef0] and the groundwater depth 30 days before the drought start [G0]
were examined. Second, the Pdef anomaly sum in the 30 days before the drought starts [Pdef0
anomaly] and the groundwater depth anomaly 30 days before the drought start [G0 anomaly] were
analysed. The Pdef0 and G0 anomalies were calculated as follows:
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Pdef0 anomaly𝑖 = Pdef0𝑖 − mean(Pdef0)

(Eq. 3)

G0 anomaly𝑖 = G0𝑖 − mean(G0)

(Eq. 4)

where Pdef0𝑖 is the Pdef sum in the 30 days before drought event 𝑖, and G0𝑖 is the groundwater
depth 30 days before the drought. The mean(Pdef0) was calculated by averaging the Pdef sum in the
30-day period for all years in the time series. For example, if drought event 𝑖 starts 31 January 1992,
the Pdef0𝑖 is calculated by summing the Pdef for 1-30 January 1992. The mean(Pdef0) is calculated
by averaging the Pdef sum for all 1-30 January in 1981-2010 (reference scenario). For G0𝑖 only 1
January is considered instead of looking at the whole 30-day period.
In addition to looking at the relation between initial conditions and drought severity for drought
events, the relation was evaluated for individual days within a drought. To clarify: the Pdef0 and G0
anomalies before each individual day within a drought event were calculated. Subsequently, these
were related to the threshold deviations (i.e. actual value – threshold) on those days. In this way the
conditions during the drought are also taken into account, instead of just looking at the 30 days before
the start of a drought event. This is important since droughts can last multiple weeks or months. From
here on, the threshold deviation on an individual drought day is referred to as deficit.
Firstly, multilinear regression was used to determine the relation between the initial conditions
and drought severity (drought events) or deficits (individual drought days). Secondly, the relations
were evaluated with scatter plots in order to compare seasonal patterns. The multilinear regression
was conducted as follows:

𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 = 𝑎 + 𝑏Pdef0 × Pdef0 (anomaly) + 𝑏G0 × G0 (anomaly)

(Eq. 5)

where 𝑎 is the intercept, 𝑏Pdef0 is the slope in the direction of the Pdef0 (anomaly) and 𝑏G0 is the
slope in the direction of the G0 (anomaly). For drought events, the relations between the Pdef0
(anomaly), G0 (anomaly), and both drought severity measures were evaluated. For individual drought
days, only the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies were related to the deficits.

3.4 Influence of climate change
The influence of climate change on future droughts was examined using the KNMI’14 WH 2085
scenario. WALRUS simulations for a 30-year future period representing the climate in 2085 under the
KNMI’14 WH scenario were compared to simulations for the 30-year reference period. Future Q and
G droughts were identified by applying the reference thresholds (i.e. the thresholds based on the
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WALRUS simulations for the reference period) to the WALRUS simulations of Q and G for the future
period. Thus, the future threshold was not used to identify future droughts. However, the reference
and future thresholds were compared since this can give insight in the overall change between
scenarios (van Huijgevoort et al., 2014). The reference and future droughts were compared based on
the following: 1) the drought characteristics (duration, Vdef and intensity), and 2) the relation between
the Pdef0 (anomaly), G0 (anomaly) and drought severity. To calculate the future Pdef0 and G0
anomalies, the mean Pdef0 and G0 were based on the reference scenario instead of the future
scenario. Figure 4 gives an overview of the comparison between reference and future droughts.

Figure 4. Overview of drought identification in the reference, future and water management scenarios using the
reference threshold. In addition, the criteria used for comparison are shown.

3.5 Influence of water management
The potential of water management to mitigate hydrological drought impact was studied for GW. Two
main surface water management strategies are raising weir levels or increasing water supply. However,
in this study only the influence of raising weir levels was explored. In WALRUS the weir level can be
adjusted through the parameter hSmin which is included as a threshold in the stage-discharge relation
(Brauer et al., 2014b). When the surface water level drops below hSmin there is no more Q. Thus,
increasing hSmin, increases the storage in the surface water reservoir. For the GW, the default stagedischarge relation was used.
However, it could be the case that weirs increase storage in the surface water system without
significantly increasing the groundwater level (van den Eertwegh et al., 2020). Yet, there are water
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management strategies that directly target the groundwater, such as actively adding water to the
groundwater or decreasing groundwater seepage by stopping groundwater extraction (van den
Eertwegh et al., 2020). In this study the mitigative potential of actively adding water to the
groundwater was examined (from here on referred to as groundwater supply). In WALRUS this was
simulated by adding groundwater through fXG. This increases the water in the soil reservoir, which
directly decreases the storage deficit while it increases the groundwater level gradually (Brauer et al.,
2014b).
Firstly, it was examined how weirs and groundwater supply would have influenced the 2018
drought by comparing the 2018 run without measures to the 2018 runs with measures. The focus was
on changes in Q, G, fGS, dV. For the 2018 runs with measures, three values were used for each
measure, and these were implemented for the whole year. Weir levels were tested for 600, 900 and
1200 mm w.r.t. the channel bottom [hSmin600, hSmin900 and hSmin1200]. Groundwater supply was
tested for 0.216, 0.5 and 1 mm/d [fXG0.216, fXG0.5 and fXG1]. In addition, two combinations were
tested: 1) hSmin600 (Oct – Mar) and hSmin900 (Apr – Sep), and 2) hSmin600 and fXG0.216. The first
value for hSmin was chosen since this is just above the initial groundwater depth of 1500 mm (w.r.t.
the soil surface). The first value for fXG was chosen since it is similar to the daily surface water supply
of 0.216 mm/d (1 Apr – 30 Sep). The other values were chosen to see how the system responds to
different magnitudes.
Secondly, the influence of the measures on future droughts was studied by comparing the future
run without measures to the future runs with measures. Droughts in the future with and without
measures were identified by using the reference thresholds (i.e. WALRUS simulations without
measures under reference scenario). Instead of comparing drought events, the mean Q and G deficits
per season were compared. Figure 4 gives an overview of the comparison between the future droughts
with and without measures. The effects of implementing hSmin or fXG for a full year were studied
using the same values as for the 2018 runs. However, water management measures can lead to water
damage during wet seasons, hence it is important to study if implementation in those seasons is
actually necessary. Therefore, the effects of implementing hSmin900 and fXG0.5 only during part of
the year were studied for the following combinations of seasons: JJA, MAM-JJA, DJF-MAM-JJA, MAMJJA-SON.

3.6 Overview
Table 2 gives an overview of the runs conducted for each research question, the forcing data used for
each run, and for which runs the reference threshold was used for drought identification.
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Table 2. Overview of WALRUS runs.
WALRUS run

RQ 1

Calibration
Validation

Forcing

Drought identification

Apr – Sep 2015 (GW)
-

Jan – Dec 2019 (LB)
2018
Reference scenario (1981-

-

RQ 2

Reference

RQ 3

Future

WH 2085 scenario (30 years)

Reference threshold

2018 without measures

2018

-

2018 with measures

2018

-

Future without measures

WH 2085 scenario (30 years)

Reference threshold

WH 2085 scenario (30 years)

Reference threshold

2010)

Reference threshold

RQ 4.1

RQ 4.2

Future with measures
•
•

Full year
Seasonal implementation
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In this section the results are analysed. First, WALRUS’ ability to simulate the 2018 drought in GW and
LB is discussed (Section 4.1). Second, the drought characteristics, and the relation between initial
conditions and drought severity are described for the reference scenario (Section 4.2). Third, reference
and future droughts are compared (Section 4.3). Lastly, the influence of water management on
droughts is discussed for GW (Section 4.4).

4.1 Calibration and validation
In this section, WALRUS’ ability to simulate the 2018 drought in GW and LB is evaluated. Table 3 shows
the calibrated parameters as well as the other model parameters and catchment characteristics for
both catchments. Appendix B contains time series of the calibration runs.

Table 3. Surface water supply [fXS], seepage [fXG], model parameters and catchment characteristics for GW and
LB. The model parameters cW, cG and cQ were calibrated. The fXS occurs from 1 Apr – 30 Sep in GW, while fXG
occurs year round in LB (negative means downward seepage). The fXG was implemented as a sine function with
a minimum of 0 mm/d (1 Sep) and maximum of -1 mm/d (1 Feb). The fXG value shown in the table is the average.
See Section 3.1.1 and Figure 2 for an explanation of the parameters.
Catchment

GW
LB

Additional forcing
𝑓XG
𝑓XS
[mm d-1] [mm d-1]
0
0.216
-0.5
0

𝑐W
[mm]
221
276

Model parameters
𝑐Q
𝑐G
[mm h]
[h]
34x106
35
42X106
1

𝑐V
[h]
10
10

𝑐S
[mm h-1]
3
4

Catchment characteristics
Soil type
𝑐D
𝑎S
[mm]
[-]
[km2]
2200
0.01
loamy sand
2500
0.01
sand

4.1.1 Grote Waterleiding
Daily data for Apr - Sep 2015 were used to calibrate cW, cG and cQ for GW (Table 3). Calibration
resulted in a NSE of 0.75 and NSEi of 0.05, which means that the model is better at capturing high flows
than low flows for GW. Despite this, WALRUS simulates the recession at the beginning of summer and
the low discharge during summer quite well (Appendix B). However, the peaks at the end of summer
are not (fully) captured.
Daily data for 2018 were used for validation. It should be noted that the surface water supply is
0.216 mm/d in most years, but it is likely that this was less during the 2018 drought. Zooming in on the
2018 summer showed that there was still a small amount of discharge measured. Therefore, the fXS
was set to 0.07 mm/d (Apr – Jul), 0.06 mm/d (Aug) and 0.04 mm/d (Sep). Validation resulted in a NSE
of 0.55 and a NSEi of -14.3, which is a considerable decrease compared to the calibration results. Figure
5 shows that the groundwater-surface water flux [fGS] slightly exceeds the observed discharge [Qobs]
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during Feb – May, which indicates that the model overestimates baseflow (top panel). In addition, the
model struggles to capture peaks after the low flow in summer and autumn (top panel). The latter is
because the groundwater level [dG] remains low (third panel), causing W to stay 0 (second panel), and
hence no water goes to the quickflow reservoir. It takes until November for dG to rise above the
surface water level [cD-hS], however, dG is still too low to trigger discharge peaks. Yet, the recession
around the beginning of summer and the low flow during summer are modelled well (top panel). In
addition, the evapotranspiration reduction and groundwater dynamics look plausible (second and
third panel). Therefore, the validation results are acceptable enough to use the calibrated values of
cW, cG and cQ in the reference, future and water management scenarios.

Figure 5. WALRUS output of the validation run for GW using daily data from 2018. The top panel shows the
observed discharge [Qobs], simulated discharge [Qmod], simulated groundwater-surface water flux [fGS] and the
observed precipitation [P]. The second panel shows the potential evapotranspiration [ETpot], simulated actual
evapotranspiration [ETact] and the wetness index [W]. The third panel shows the storage deficit [dV],
groundwater depth [dG], surface water level [cD-hS], soil surface (dashed blue line) and channel bottom (dashed
orange line). The bottom panel shows the fGS, seepage [fXG], surface water supply/extraction [fXS] and simulated
discharge [Q]. Note that WALRUS uses dG as abbreviation for groundwater depth, while this thesis uses G.

4.1.2 Lunterse Beek
Daily data of 2019 were used to calibrate cW, cG and cQ for LB (Table 3). Weir levels were set to 500
mm w.r.t. the channel bottom and increased to 1100 mm during Apr – Sep. Calibration resulted in a
NSE of 0.78 and a NSEi of 0.68, which means that the model captures the Q dynamics well. WALRUS is
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able to simulate the absence of flow during summer, but slightly overestimate Q during the recession
at the beginning of summer (Appendix B).
Daily data of 2018 were used for validation. However, the model significantly overestimated the
peaks at the beginning of 2018 and even simulated discharge until May while there was no flow
observed (apart from some small peaks). This is because the initial groundwater depth was too high,
causing WALRUS to overestimate baseflow and W. Hence, the initial groundwater depth was
decreased to 2000 mm (w.r.t. the soil surface). Validation resulted in a NSE of 0.27 and a NSEi of -1.4,
which is much lower than for the calibration. Figure 6 shows that the model still slightly overestimates
Q at the start of 2018 and fails to predict some of the peaks at the end of the year (top panel). The
latter is because W remains 0 due to groundwater being deep (i.e. similar to Section 4.1.1). However,
WALRUS does accurately capture the lack of flow during most of the year. Therefore, the validation
results are acceptable enough to use the calibrated values of cW, cG and cQ in the reference, future
and water management scenarios.

Figure 6. WALRUS output of the validation run for LB using daily data from 2018. Note that WALRUS uses dG as
abbreviation for groundwater depth, while this thesis uses G. See Figure 5 for a description of the panels.

4.2 Reference droughts
In this section the droughts in the reference scenario (1981-2010) are analysed. The drought
characteristics are discussed, followed by the relation between the initial conditions and drought
severity. A selection of figures and tables are shown in this section; the other results can be found in
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Appendix C. The main focus is on Q droughts in GW, and G droughts in GW and LB. The results for Q
droughts in LB are not discussed in this thesis, but they are included in Appendix C. This is because the
combined method was used for Q drought identification in LB as Q = 0 more than 5% of the time, while
in GW the variable threshold method was used. Since the drought identification method influences
drought occurrence and characteristics, Q droughts could not be compared between GW and LB
(Beyene et al., 2014). Since the results for G droughts were similar for both catchments, mainly the
results for GW are shown.

4.2.1 Thresholds and drought events
In both catchments, approximately 20% of the days experience Q or G drought, which matches the
20th percentile threshold. This translates into 56 Q drought events in GW, and respectively 49 and 41
G drought events in GW and LB within the 30-year reference period.

Figure 7. For the 1995-1996 drought in GW during the reference period, the following time series are shown: the
rolling mean of 30 days from the daily observed precipitation (top panel), the log10 transformed discharge
(middle panel), and the groundwater depth (bottom panel). The dashed line represents the 20th percentile
thresholds and the shaded red areas indicate (pooled) drought events.

Figure 7 shows the longest Q and G drought event during the reference period for GW. It should
be noted that the sudden decrease in the Q threshold at the beginning of October is because GW
receives surface water supply from 1 Apr – 30 Sep. The Q and G droughts start in August 1995 slightly
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after an initial P drought, and both persist due to consecutive P droughts in the autumn, winter and
spring. The final P drought ends around July 1996, while the Q and G droughts last until September
1996. Even though the Q and G droughts start and end around the same time, the pooled Q drought
event is more often interrupted by short periods up to 15 days without drought, while the pooled G
drought event is more continuous. This is representative for other Q and G droughts in the reference
period.

4.2.2 Drought characteristics
Figure 8 shows the following drought characteristics for Q and G: percentage of drought starting in a
certain season, drought duration, Vdef and intensity.

Figure 8. From top to bottom the panels display: the percentage of droughts that start in a specific season
(timing), mean duration of droughts starting in a specific season, mean Vdef of droughts starting in a specific
season, and the mean intensity of droughts starting in a specific season. The results for Q (left) and G (right)
droughts are shown for GW under the reference scenario (1981-2010).
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Firstly, the percentage of droughts starting in each season differs slightly. This is unexpected since the
variable threshold method accounts for seasonality and therefore drought occurrence should be equal
between seasons. However, the figure shows the percentage of drought events starting in each season,
not the percentage of days with drought in each season. The latter is similar in each season (Table 11
in Appendix C.2). Secondly, Q and G droughts starting in summer are the most severe, with the longest
duration and largest Vdef (Figure 8). The intensity of G droughts is also the largest in summer, whereas
the intensity of Q droughts is actually lowest in summer. This is because the drawdown of Q below the
threshold is limited to Q = 0, while there is no lower boundary for groundwater depth.

4.2.3 Initial conditions for drought events
In this section the relations between the Pdef0 (anomaly), G0 (anomaly), and drought severity are
discussed for drought events. As explained in Section 3.3, the Pdef0 (anomaly) is the Pdef (anomaly)
sum in the 30 days before the drought start, while the G0 (anomaly) is the G (anomaly) 30 days before
the drought start. For drought severity both drought duration and Vdef were considered. The relations
are analysed using multilinear regression, followed by scatter plots.
Multilinear regression gives few significant relations when using Vdef as severity measure, while
most relations are significant when using drought duration. However, the R2 values of most significant
relations are fairly low (<0.2), which means that fitted relations do not accurately describe the
observed points. Thus, the Pdef0 and G0 (anomalies) are not able to predict how severe a drought will
be. Therefore, the fitted relations are not shown here, but they can be found in Appendix C.3.
Nevertheless, the scatter plots will be discussed in the following sections. Only the figures with drought
duration as severity measure are shown, since the figures for Vdef were similar.

Pdef0 and G0 for drought events
Figure 9 shows the Pdef0 (x-axis) and G0 (y-axis) in relation to the drought duration (point size) for GW
under the reference scenario. The Pdef0 is calculated as ∑(ETact − P), thus positive values represent
a precipitation deficit. The G0 is measured from the soil surface downwards, hence larger the values
indicate deeper groundwater.
The Q and G drought results are quite similar (Figure 9). Drought occurrence displays a seasonal
pattern that is typical for the Netherlands: 1) in winter (blue square) G0 becomes shallower as the
precipitation surplus increases; 2) in spring (green circle) G0 is still shallow but the precipitation deficit
increases; 3) in summer (orange triangle) the G0 becomes deeper and there is a precipitation deficit;
and 4) in autumn (red diamond) G0 is still deep but there is hardly a precipitation deficit or surplus.
This illustrates how groundwater responds to a precipitation deficit or surplus with a slight delay.
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Furthermore, as a result of the variable threshold method, droughts can be preceded by a precipitation
deficit or surplus – it just means that the precipitation surplus is smaller than normal.

Figure 9. Relation between the Pdef sum ∑(𝐸𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑃) in the 30 days before the drought [Pdef0], the G 30 days
before the drought [G0] and the drought duration. Results are shown for Q (left) and G (right) droughts in GW
under the reference scenario (1981-2010).

The drought occurrence in each season is characterized by a distinct relation between the Pdef0
and G0. For summer and winter droughts, there is a positive correlation between the Pdef0 and G0:
when G0 is shallower, the Pdef0 is more positive (summer droughts) or less negative (winter droughts).
Thus, the interaction between Pdef0 and G0 is important for droughts occurrence in summer or winter.
On the other hand, there is no positive correlation between the Pdef0 and G0 for spring and autumn
droughts. Spring droughts occur over a wide spread of Pdef0 values while the spread of G0 values is
limited. The opposite is the case for autumn droughts. This suggest that spring drought occurrence
depends mostly on G0, while autumn drought occurrence depends mostly on Pdef0.
Results are similar for LB, with two exceptions (Figure 32 in Appendix C.4). Firstly, the G0 is deeper
in LB than GW, which is expected since the groundwater in LB is deeper. Secondly, the positive
correlation between Pdef0 and G0 is less clear for summer droughts in LB: the spread of Pdef0 is wide,
while the spread of G0 is small. Thus, G0 seems to be more important for summer drought occurrence
in LB than Pdef0, while in GW the interaction between both is more important.

Pdef0 and G0 anomalies for drought events
Figure 10 shows the Pdef0 anomaly (x-axis) and G0 anomaly (y-axis) in relation to drought duration
(point size). The anomalies were calculated by subtracting the mean for that period from the absolute
value (Section 3.3). Thus, a positive Pdef0 and G0 anomaly respectively indicate a larger Pdef0 and a
deeper G0 than normal.
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Again, the Q and G drought results are similar (Figure 10). Droughts occur when the Pdef is larger
than normal, while the G0 can be shallower or deeper than normal (Figure 10). However, the G0 at the
start of the drought is always deeper than normal (Figure 34 in Appendix C.4), which is inherent to the
threshold method. Furthermore, there is a positive correlation between the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies:
when the G0 anomaly is more negative, the Pdef0 anomaly needs to be more positive for a drought to
start. Interestingly, no droughts start when both anomalies are strongly positive. This is probably
because Q or G already drops below the threshold when either Pdef0 is larger than normal or G0 is
deeper than normal. The relation between the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies is similar for all seasons, both
drought types and both catchments (Figure 33 in Appendix C.4).

Figure 10. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before the drought start), G0 anomaly (30
days before the drought) and the drought duration. Results are shown for the Q (left) and G (right) droughts in
GW under the reference scenario (1981-2010).

4.2.4 Initial conditions for days in drought
In the previous section, relations between initial conditions and drought severity were discussed for
drought events. In this section, the focus is on individual days in drought: the relation between the
Pdef0 anomaly sum in the 30 days before each individual day in drought, the G0 anomaly 30 days
before each individual day in drought, and the Q or G deficit on that specific day. The relations are
analysed using multilinear regression, followed by scatter plots.
In contrast to the relations for drought events, the relations for individual days in drought are all
significant (Table 4). In addition, the fitted relations describe the observed points well, with acceptable
(~0.5) to high (~0.9) R2 values. Figure 11 shows the relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (x-axis), the
G0 anomaly (y-axis), and the Q or G deficit on individual drought days (point size). The larger the Pdef0
and G0 anomalies before a day in drought, the larger deficit on that day. Furthermore, there is a
positive correlation between the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies (Figure 11). Interestingly, large Q and G
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deficits are mostly in the bottom of the graph. In addition, these large deficits occur over a wide range
of Pdef0 anomalies, while the range of G0 anomalies is narrow. Thus, the occurrence of large Q and G
deficits on individual days in drought mainly depends on the G0 anomaly, and to a lesser extent on the
Pdef0 anomaly.

Table 4. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly sum in the 30 days before individual days with drought, the G0
anomaly 30 days before individual days with drought, and the Q or G deficits on those days. Results are shown
for GW and LB under the reference scenario (1981-2010).

GW
LB

Q drought
deficit = 0.13 - 0.003 Pdef0 - 0.0006G0

G drought
deficit = 177 - 4.02 Pdef0 - 0.74 G0

(p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.48, R2 adjusted = 0.48)

(p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.86, R2 adjusted = 0.86)

-

deficit = 212 - 4.35 Pdef0 - 0.86 G0
(p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.90, R2 adjusted = 0.90)

Figure 11. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before an individual day in drought), the G0
anomaly (30 days before an individual day in drought), and the Q or G deficit (individual days in drought). Results
are shown for GW under the reference scenario (1981-2010).

Moreover, there is a differentiation between seasons. Small Q deficits occur in all seasons, while
big ones mainly occur in winter or spring (Figure 11). This is because the Q threshold is lower in summer
and autumn, thus less threshold deviation is possible as Q cannot become smaller than 0. For G
droughts, large deficits occur in all seasons since the drawdown of G is not limited. Interestingly, spring
droughts show dichotomous behaviour for both drought types (Figure 38 in Appendix C.4): small
deficits occur at smaller G0 anomalies (i.e. -100 – 250 mm), while large deficits occur at larger G0
anomalies (i.e. 500-600 mm). Thus, not only is G0 more important for triggering spring droughts than
Pdef0 (Figure 9), but the deficit on individual drought days in spring also depends more on the G0
anomaly.
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The seasonal patterns are similar for the G droughts in both catchments (Figure 39 in Appendix
C.4). However, the G deficits are slightly larger in LB than GW. In addition, the range of G0 anomalies
is larger for LB (-250-900mm) than GW (-250-600mm). This displays a feedback between G0 anomalies
and G deficits: a large G0 anomaly leads to a large G deficit, which subsequently becomes a large G0
anomaly influencing deficits later on. The multilinear regression results show that this feedback is even
stronger in LB than GW as the G deficits in LB are more sensitive to changes in Pdef and G0 anomalies
(Table 4).

4.3 Influence of climate change
In this section, reference and future droughts are compared based on: 1) Q and G thresholds, 2)
drought characteristics, and 3) initial conditions. The multilinear regression results are only discussed
for the Q and G deficits on individual days in drought since these were the only relations with high R2
values (Section 4.2.4). Again, mainly the results for GW are shown, other results can be found in
Appendix D.

4.3.1 Thresholds and drought events
Future droughts were identified using the reference thresholds. The number of days with drought
increases more in GW (~10%) than LB (~5%). Yet, the number of drought events decreases in GW, while
it increases in LB (Table 5). Figure 12 shows the reference (solid) and future (dashed) thresholds for
GW. The Q thresholds drops around October since the surface water supply stops on 30 September.
Under the WH 2085 scenario, the winter and spring are wetter (more Q and shallower G), whereas the
summer and autumn are drier (less Q and deeper G). Similar changes are seen for LB (Appendix D.1).

Table 5. The future change in the percentage of days with drought and the number of drought events under the
WH 2085 scenario. The future changes are calculated as the future – reference.
Grote Waterleiding

Lunterse Beek

% of days with drought

Drought events

% of days with drought

Drought events

Q droughts

+9.6

-3 (-5.4%)

-

-

G droughts

+11.6

-6 (-12.2%)

+5.4%

+4 (+9.8%)
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Figure 12. Q20 and G20 for reference scenario (1981-2010) versus future scenario (WH 2085) for GW.

4.3.2 Drought characteristics
In this section, the following reference and future drought characteristics are compared: 1) percentage
of droughts starting in a season (timing), 2) drought duration, 3) intensity. Note that these
characteristics (duration and intensity) relate to drought events starting in a certain season. In
addition, the future change in mean deficit per season is discussed. Note that this relates to individual
days in drought falling within a certain season.
Figure 13 shows the future change in the percentage of droughts that start in a season and mean
duration. In addition, Figures 14 and 15 show the distribution of the reference and future drought
durations for GW in each season. In the future, fewer droughts start in winter and spring. However, in
winter there are fewer long droughts (30> days), while in spring there is a shift from multiple short
droughts (<50 days) to a few long droughts (100> days). On the other hand, more droughts start in
summer and autumn in the future. In the summer there are more short (~30 days) and long (100>
days) droughts, while in autumn mainly the number of short droughts (<50 days) increases. Thus,
under the WH 2085 scenario, winters are wetter, while spring, summer and autumn are drier. The
results are fairly similar for both drought types and in both catchments, but there are some exceptions.
Firstly, there are more short and long droughts in future summers. However, in GW the increase is
stronger for long droughts, while in LB it is stronger for short droughts (Figure 43 in Appendix D.2). As
a result, the average duration of future summer droughts increases in GW while it decreases in LB.
Secondly, in the future there are more short and long G droughts starting in autumn in GW, while in
LB only the number of short G droughts increases.
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Figure 16 shows distributions of the reference and future drought intensity for GW. The intensity
of Q droughts is distributed similarly in the reference and future scenarios. On the other hand, the
number of high intensity G droughts increases in the future scenario. This increase mainly occurs for G
droughts that start in spring, summer and autumn (Table 18 in Appendix D.2). Figure 17 shows the Q
and G deficits for individual days in drought per seasons. When the median of one group is outside
another group’s box, there likely is a difference between the groups. There is no significant difference
between Q deficits in the reference and future scenario. On the other hand, the future G deficits likely
increase in summer and autumn for GW, and in autumn for LB (Figure 45 in Appendix D.2).
Interestingly, even though the number of days in drought decreases for future springs, there is a lot of
variation in the magnitude of the deficits.

Figure 13. Change in percentage of drought starting in a season (top) and mean duration (bottom) under future
scenario compared to the reference scenario. Results are shown for Q (blue) and G (brown) droughts in GW
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Figure 14. Distribution of Q drought duration in the reference and future scenario in GW for each season.

Figure 15. Distribution of G drought duration in the reference and future scenario in GW for each season.
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Figure 16. Distribution of Q and G drought intensity in the reference and future scenario for GW.

Figure 17. Q deficit [mm/d] and G deficit [mm] for each day in drought per season under the reference and future
scenario in GW.

4.3.3 Initial conditions for drought events
Similarly to the reference scenario, the multilinear regression between the initial conditions and
drought severity result in few significant relations and low R 2 values under the future scenario.
Therefore, these relations are not further discussed and only the initial conditions are compared. For
both scenarios, the mean Pdef0 and G0 (anomalies) were calculated for droughts starting in the same
season. Subsequently the future change was determined by subtracting the mean initial conditions in
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the reference scenario from those in the future scenario. Thus, a positive change in the Pdef0 and G0
indicates that the mean Pdef0 increases and that the mean G0 becomes deeper in the future.
Figure 18 shows the future change in mean Pdef0 and G0 for both drought types, all catchments
and all seasons. There is a positive correlation between the future change in mean Pdef0 and G0: when
the future Pdef0 increases more, the future G0 is shallower. Figure 19 shows the future change in mean
Pdef0 and G0 anomalies for both drought types, all catchments and all seasons. Note that the mean
Pdef0 anomaly is positive for all seasons in both scenarios (Figure 20). In the future, the Pdef0 anomaly
increases for spring and summer droughts, while it decreases for winter and autumn droughts (Figure
19). This influences the future change in G0 anomalies. As a results of the change in Pdef0 anomalies,
the mean G0 anomaly decreases for future spring and summer droughts, while it increases for future
winter and autumn droughts. This again displays the positive correlation between the future changes
in initial conditions.

Figure 18. Change in the mean Pdef0 (sum in the 30 days before the drought start) and the mean G0 (30 days
before the drought start) under the WH 2085 scenario compared to reference scenario. Change is calculated as
future - reference. Results are shown for Q (closed) and G (open) droughts in GW (square) and LB (round).
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Figure 19. Change in the mean Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before the drought start) and the mean G0
anomaly (30 days before the drought start) under the WH 2085 scenario compared to reference scenario. Change
is calculated as future - reference. Results are shown for Q (closed) and G (open) droughts in GW (square) and LB
(circle).

Figure 20. Mean Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before the drought start) and mean G0 anomaly (30 days
before the drought start) per season under the reference scenario (1981-2010) and future scenario (WH 2085).
Shown for Q (blue) and G (brown) droughts in GW.
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4.3.4 Initial conditions for days in drought
In this section, the multilinear regressions for individual days in drought are compared between the
reference and future scenario. Table 6 displays the multilinear regression results between the Pdef0
anomaly, the G0 anomaly, and the deficit on individual drought days. Again, the relations are all
significant and the R2 values for the G deficit relations are high. Yet, the R2 value for the Q deficit
relation in GW is low (R2 = 0.24), which means that it does not accurately describe the observed points,
making it difficult to compare this relation with the one from the reference scenario. The future G
deficit relations are similar to those in the reference scenario: when the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies
increase, the deficit on individual drought days increases. In addition, the magnitudes of the regression
parameters are fairly similar for both scenarios, which suggest that the strength of the relations does
not change due to climate change. This is expected since a catchment’s response to Pdef0 and G0
depends on the catchment characteristics, which do not change in this study. Furthermore, the
seasonal patterns are also similar for the two scenarios (Appendix D.3).

Table 6. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before individual days with drought), the G0
anomaly (30 days before individual days with drought), and the Q or G deficits on those days. Results are shown
for GW and LB under the future scenario (WH 2085).

GW

Q drought
Vdef = 0.06 - 0.002 Pdef0 - 0.0004 G0
(p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.24, R2 adjusted = 0.24)

LB

-

G drought
Vdef = 191 - 4.00 Pdef0 - 0.78 G0
(p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.91, R2 adjusted = 0.91)
Vdef = 218 - 4.38 Pdef0 - 0.85 G0
(p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.90, R2 adjusted = 0.90)

4.4 Influence of water management
4.4.1 Drought 2018
In this section it is analysed how increasing weir levels [hSmin] or adding groundwater supply [fXG]
would have influenced the 2018 drought in GW. The 2018 run without measures is compared to the
runs with measures. Table 7 displays the water balance, focusing on the simulated discharge [Q], the
groundwater-surface water flux [fGS], the change in G during 2018 [dG] and the change in storage
deficit during 2018 [dV]. Note that a negative fGS indicates surface water infiltration, a negative dV
indicates an increase in storage deficit (i.e. drier vadose zone), and a negative dG indicates deeper
groundwater tables. The full water balance can be found in Appendix E.
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Table 7. Water balance for the 2018 run without measures (reference 2018) and with measures (hSmin and fXG).
For the fluxes the sum over 2018 is given [mmm/y], while for states the change during 2018 is shown [mm]. The
following fluxes were given as input: precipitation [P], potential evapotranspiration [ETpot], observed discharge
[Qobs], seepage [fXG], and surface water supply [fXS]. The following fluxes were simulated by WALRUS: actual
evapotranspiration [ETact], discharge [Q], and groundwater-surface water flux [fGS]. Note that a negative fGS
indicates surface water infiltration. The following states were simulated by WALRUS: change in storage deficit
[dV] and change in groundwater depth [dG]. Note that a negative dV and dG indicate an increase in storage deficit
and a deeper groundwater table. See Section 3.1.1 for a more detailed description.

Reference 2018
hSmin600
hSmin600 &
hSmin900
hSmin900
hSmin1200
fXG0.216
fXG0.5
fXG1
hSmin600 &
fXG0.216

P
648
-

ETpot
690
-

Qobs
137
-

fXG
0
0

fXS
12
12

ETact
535
564

Q
149
113

fGS
82
27

dV
-19
-9

dG
-101
-50

-

-

-

0

12

572

102

15

-7

-39

-

-

-

0
0
79
183
366

12
12
12
12
12

576
589
564
597
640

99
85
170
204
294

0
-30
93
111
152

-6
-2
11
47
95

-33
-14
52
243
512

-

-

-

79

12

591

130

34

24

118

Firstly, when weir level increases (w.r.t. the channel bottom), the Q and fGS decrease (Table 8).
To explain, as the surface water level drops below hSmin, there is no discharge [Q], causing the water
level to rise and the groundwater drainage [fGS] to decrease. Figure 21 illustrates these dynamics for
the 2018 run with hSmin = 600 mm. When the groundwater [dG] drops below the surface water level
[cD-hS] (third panel), fGS becomes negative which means surface water infiltrates into the soil
reservoir (bottom panel). This is only possible because there is still water in the channel (i.e. cD-hS
above the dashed blue line in the third panel). Note that only hSmin1200 results in net surface water
infiltration during 2018 (Table 7). In addition, the dV and dG remain negative in all hSmin scenarios,
meaning a drier soil reservoir and deeper groundwater at the end of 2018. Yet, they are less negative
than in the run without measures. Interestingly, the influence of combining hSmin600 (Oct – Mar) and
hSmin900 (Apr – Sep) on dG, is more similar to the effect of hSmin900 than hSmin600 (Table 7). This
suggests that having higher weir levels during part of the year also affects the months with a lower
weir level.
Secondly, when groundwater supply increases, the Q and fGS increase, while the dV decreases
and the dG increases (Table 7). Thus, actively adding water to the groundwater, increases the
groundwater level [dG], which leads to more groundwater drainage [fGS], followed by more discharge
[Q]. Figure 22 illustrates these dynamics for the 2018 run with fXG = 0.216 mm/d. In contrast to
hSmin600, there is no surface water infiltration (bottom panel) when the groundwater drops below
the surface water level from Jul – Oct (third panel). This is because no water is stored in the channel
(i.e. cD-hS is equal to the dashed blue line) since this is lost as discharge (top panel). The combined
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effect of hSmin600 and fXG0.216 on dG is stronger than when adding up the individual effects of both
measures (Table 7). Since weirs allow the surface water level to rise, there is less fGS than in the
fXG0.216 scenario. As a result, more of the groundwater supply remains in the soil reservoir.

Figure 21. WALRUS output of the 2018 run with hSmin = 600 mm (w.r.t. the channel bottom) for GW. Note that
this thesis abbreviates groundwater with G, while WALRUS uses dG. See Figure 5 for a description of the panels.

Figure 22. WALRUS output of the 2018 run with fXG = 0.216 mm/d for GW. Note that this thesis abbreviates
groundwater with G, while WALRUS uses dG. See Figure 5 for a description of the panels.
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4.4.2 Future droughts
In this section the influence of weirs and groundwater supply on future droughts in GW is discussed.
The influence is assessed by comparing the mean deficit per season between the future run without
measures and the future runs with measures. For this, the relative change (%) is calculated. If the
relative change is negative, the mean deficit decreases in the runs with measures, meaning a decrease
in drought impact. Firstly, the effect of implementing measures for a full year is evaluated for several
values of hSmin and fXG. Secondly, the effect of implementing hSmin900 and fXG0.5 in specific seasons
is discussed.

Full year implementation
Figure 23 shows the effect of implementing the measures for a full year. Note that the results for
hSmin1200 and fXG1 are not shown here, but can be found in Figure 49 in Appendix F.1. The results
are in line with what was observed for the 2018 runs. Q deficits are decreased by groundwater supply,
but increased by weirs. Note that weirs only increase Q droughts because water is stored in the
channel. Furthermore, G deficits are decreased by both measures. However, groundwater supply has
a stronger effect on the G deficits than weirs, except when comparing their smallest magnitudes (i.e.
hSmin600 and fXG0.216). Overall, the effect of both measures becomes stronger when their
magnitude increases. Combining hSmin600 and fXG0.216 still increases the Q deficit but to a lesser
extent than hSmin600. Furthermore, the G deficit decreases more than when just implementing either
one of the measures on its own, however, the decrease is less than the sum of both individual
decreases. When combining hSmin600 (Oct – Mar) and hSmin900 (Apr – Sep), the G deficit decrease
in winter is closer to the effect of hSmin900 than hSmin600, while during this season weirs are set to
600 mm (w.r.t. the channel bottom). Thus, having higher weir levels from Apr – Sep also affects the
groundwater later on. This is similar to what was observed for the 2018 runs.

Figure 23. Relative change in the mean Q and G deficit per season between the future scenario without
measures and the future scenarios with measures.
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Seasonal implementation
In this section, the effect of implementing hSmin900 and fXG0.5 in specific seasons is analysed for the
following combinations: 1) JJA, 2) MAM-JJA, 3) DJF-MAM-JJA, and 4) MAM-JJA-SON. Only for these
specific combinations the measures are implemented, meaning the measures are set to 0 for the
remaining season(s).

Influence of weir level
The Q deficit only increases in a season if weirs are actually used in that season (Figure 24). In each
season, the strongest increase occurs when weirs start being used in that season. For example, during
spring, the MAM-JJA scenario causes the strongest Q deficit increase, because the sudden increase of
hSmin in spring leads to an abrupt decrease in Q. In contrast, the DJF-MAM-JJA scenario leads to a
much smaller Q deficit increase during spring, because weirs already start being used in winter. This
attenuates Q and allows water levels to rise, which enables more Q in spring compared to the MAMJJA scenario.

Figure 24. Relative change in the mean Q and G deficit per season between the future scenario without measures
and the future scenarios with hSmin900 implemented in different seasons: JJA, MAM-JJA, DJF-MAM-JJA, MAMJJA-SON and DJF-MAM-JJA-SON (full year).

In contrast to the Q deficit, the G deficit decreases in all seasons, even if weirs are not used in the
season itself (Figure 24). The groundwater responds with a delay to the weirs: the G deficit decrease
is not largest in the season that the weir level is increased, but in the first season thereafter.
Subsequently, the effect declines in the second and third season. For example, when only
implementing weirs in JJA, the decrease is largest in autumn (-30%) and subsequently becomes smaller
in winter (-20%) and spring (-10%). This effect is harder to detect for the other scenarios since weirs
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are used in multiple seasons. Yet, it can still be observed by comparing the G deficit decrease between
the scenarios. For example, comparing the JJA and MAM-JJA scenarios shows that using weirs in MAMJJA leads to an additional G deficit decrease of: 1) -15% in winter, 2) -30% in spring, 3) -45% in summer,
and 4) -25% in autumn. Thus, the additional decrease in G deficit from using weirs in MAM-JJA is
strongest in summer. This again shows the delayed response of groundwater to a surface water
measure.
Implementing weirs for a longer period does not necessarily lead to a significantly stronger G
deficit decrease (Figure 50 in Appendix F.2). Using weirs during MAM-JJA is enough to significantly
decrease the G deficit in spring and summer compared to the scenario without measures, but weirs
are needed during MAM-JJA-SON for a significant decrease in autumn. Furthermore, using weirs during
DJF-MAM-JJA leads to a significantly stronger G deficit decrease in spring compared to MAM-JJA, but
not in summer. This is clearly illustrated when comparing the G thresholds [G20] of the MAM-JJA, DJFMAM-JJA and MAM-JJA-SON scenarios (Figure 25): all lead to a similar increase in G20 during summer
compared to the future scenario without measures. The additional effect of using weirs during DJFMAM-JJA is mostly seen in winter and the beginning of spring, but decreases quickly thereafter. Using
weirs during MAM-JJA-SON has a slightly stronger effect in autumn than the other two scenarios, but
during the rest of the year its effects are similar to the MAM-JJA scenario.

Figure 25. G threshold (G20) is shown for the reference scenario without measures, the future scenario without
measures, and three future scenarios with hSmin900 implemented in different seasons: MAM-JJA, DJF-MAM-JJA,
and MAM-JJA-SON.
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Effect of increased groundwater supply
When adding groundwater supply, the Q and G deficits decrease in all seasons, even if there is no
groundwater supply in that season (Figure 26). Groundwater responds directly to the groundwater
supply, while discharge has a delayed response: the G deficit decrease is strongest in the season that
the measure is started, while the Q deficit decrease is strongest in the following season. As with weirs,
the decrease becomes stronger when the measure is implemented for more seasons, but the
difference between scenarios is not always significant (Figure 51 in Appendix F.2). Compared to the
scenario without measures, groundwater supply is needed in DJF-MAM-JJA, MAM-JJA and MAM-JJASON to significantly decrease the Q deficits in spring, summer and autumn respectively. On the other
hand, groundwater supply in MAM-JJA is sufficient to significantly decrease the G deficits in spring,
summer and autumn compared to the scenario without measures. Also adding groundwater supply in
DJF (instead of only during MAM-JJA) leads to a significantly stronger G deficit decrease in spring, but
not in summer. Comparing the G thresholds [G20] shows that supplying groundwater in DJF-MAM-JJA
has a stronger effect on the G20 in winter and at the beginning of spring, but this quickly decreases
and becomes similar MAM-JJA (Figure 27). Supplying groundwater during MAM-JJA-SON does increase
G20 more in autumn than in the other two scenarios (Figure 27), even though its effect on the G deficit
does not significantly differ from theirs (Figure 51 in Appendix F.2).

Figure 26. Relative change in the mean Q and G deficit per season between the future scenario without measures
and the future scenarios with fXG0.5 implemented in different seasons: JJA, MAM-JJA, DJF-MAM-JJA, MAM-JJASON and DJF-MAM-JJA-SON (full year).
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Figure 27. G threshold (G20) is shown for the reference scenario without measures, the future scenario without
measures (fut), and three future scenarios with fXG0.5 implemented in different seasons: MAM-JJA, DJF-MAMJJA, and MAM-JJA-SON.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Calibration and validation
Both the calibration and validation for GW resulted in NSE values that can be considered ‘satisfactory’,
while the NSEi values were ‘unsatisfactory’ (Moriasi et al., 2015; Porretta-Brandyket al., 2011). This
suggests that the model struggles to capture low flows (Pushpalatha et al., 2012). In contrast, the
calibration for LB resulted in a NSE and NSEi that are both considered ‘good’, while the validation
resulted in both being ‘unsatisfactory’ (Moriasi et al., 2015; Porretta-Brandyket al., 2011).
Nevertheless, the calibrated parameters were used for the scenario simulations since visual
comparison showed that the model simulates the recession and low flow quite well. However, visual
comparison also showed that the model overestimates baseflow and struggles to capture peaks after
periods of low flow. As a result of the latter, the simulated Q droughts in autumn might be longer than
they are in reality, because they are not broken up by peaks. The simulated G droughts are expected
to be less affected by this since groundwater responds slower to precipitation than discharge (van Loon
et al., 2012). Figure 8 showed the mean duration of Q and G droughts in GW per season under the
reference scenario (1981-2010). Q droughts that start in autumn lasted on average 2x longer than the
G droughts, which suggests that Q drought duration in autumn was indeed affect by the calibrated
parameters. However, this thesis mainly focussed on the comparison between scenarios, thus the
outcomes are not expected to be significantly influenced by this.

5.2 Reference droughts
5.2.1 Variable threshold method
The variable threshold method with a 20th percentile threshold was used to identify droughts, and the
daily thresholds were calculated with a 31-day moving window. It should be noted that the resulting
thresholds influence the drought characteristics (Fleig et al., 2005), therefore the chosen threshold
method approach could have influenced this thesis’ outcomes. Yet, Beyene et al. (2014) compared four
threshold calculation methods, including the 31-day method, and found that all four resulted in similar
drought characteristics. In addition, this thesis compares droughts between different scenarios, which
is less affected by the chosen approach since relative changes are compared (Beyene et al., 2014).
Thus, the chosen approach is not expected to significantly influence this thesis’ outcomes. However,
this does not apply to using two completely different methods for drought identification, which was
the case with Q droughts in LB. Therefore these results were not included in the comparison.
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5.2.2 Drought events
Using the variable threshold method for the reference period (1981-2010) resulted in more Q than G
droughts, but the G droughts lasted on average slightly longer (Table 10 in Appendix C.2). The
difference in Q and G drought occurrence and duration is a result of drought propagation (Sutanto &
van Lanen, 2020). As droughts propagate through the hydrological system from fast to slow responding
variables, their frequency decreases while their duration increases (van Loon et al., 2012). The
characteristics of Q droughts are influenced by both fast (surface runoff) and slow (groundwater)
pathways. Therefore, Q droughts are expected to occur more often but last shorter than G droughts.
Sutanto & van Lanen (2020) studied past drought characteristics in Europe (1990-2017) and also
found a lower occurrence and longer duration for G droughts. However, the differences they found
were much larger. For example, G droughts in western Europe lasted on average 67% longer than Q
droughts (Sutanto & van Lanen, 2020), while G droughts in GW lasted on average only 21% longer than
Q droughts. A possible explanation is that Sutanto & van Lanen (2020) calculated the annual drought
duration by summing the total number of drought days in each year. In contrast, this thesis excluded
droughts with durations of less than five days and focused on pooled drought events. Comparing the
occurrence of individual and pooled drought events shows that Q droughts were more often pooled
than G droughts (Table 9 in Appendix C.2). After pooling, the number of Q droughts decreased with
50%, while G drought occurrence decreased with only 20%. This means that pooled Q droughts often
consisted of multiple individual Q events that are connected by short periods up to 15 days without
drought. Whereas pooled G droughts were often one continuous individual event. This is also displayed
by the duration of individual events: individual G droughts lasted on average 2x longer than the
individual Q droughts (Table 9 in Appendix C.2).

5.2.3 Initial conditions for drought events
After analysing the drought characteristics, the relation between the initial conditions and drought
severity was analysed using multilinear regression. This showed that the Pdef0 and G0 (anomalies)
could not accurately predict the drought severity. This is not completely unexpected as drought
occurrence and severity are influenced by various processes that operate at multiple temporal and
spatial scales (Hao et al., 2018). Hydrological drought occurrence is mainly controlled by the climate
and initial catchment conditions (Hao et al., 2018), with storage capacity being the most important
catchment characteristic (Van Loon, 2015). Van Loon & Laaha (2015) studied how climate and
catchment characteristics influence Q drought severity for several Austrian catchments. They found
that drought duration mainly depends on catchment storage, while climate mainly controls drought
deficit. However, they used 31 catchment characteristics as well as the Base Flow Index to quantify
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storage capacity, while for this thesis only groundwater depth was used. Yet, it should be noted that
groundwater is often the most persistent source of storage (van Loon, 2015). Therefore, it was
expected that there would be a clearer relation between the Pdef0 and G0 (anomalies), and drought
severity. A possible explanation might be that multilinear regression was used in this thesis. Whereas
Wong et al. (2013) found that linear correlation techniques are not sufficient to link hydrological
droughts to preceding meteorological droughts and concluded that more comprehensive approaches
are needed.
Even though there was no clear relation between the Pdef0 (anomaly), G0 (anomaly) and drought
severity, there was a positive correlation between the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies themselves: drought
events start either when the Pdef0 is larger than normal, or when the G0 is deeper than normal. Thus,
even though the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies cannot accurately predict how severe a drought will be, they
do relate to if a drought occurs. However, the positive correlation between the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies
might also be a result of the threshold method: there is only drought when a variable drops below the
threshold. For example, Figure 10 showed that no droughts started when both anomalies were
strongly positive. This is probably because Q or G already drops below the threshold when either Pdef0
is more than normal, or G0 is deeper than normal. Interestingly, this positive correlation was also
observed between the future change in Pdef0 (anomaly) and the future change in G0 (anomaly). When
the mean Pdef0 (anomaly) in the future increased, the mean G0 (anomaly) decreased. Nevertheless,
the positive correlation between Pdef0 and G0 is seen for both Q and G droughts. With the threshold
method, G droughts occurrence is directly influenced by G0, while Q drought occurrence is not.

5.2.4 Initial conditions for individual days in drought
Although there was no clear relation between the initial conditions and drought severity for drought
events, multilinear regression did show a clear relation for individual days in drought. Namely, the
deficit on individual days in drought increases when the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before)
and the G0 anomaly (30 days before) increase. Interestingly, larger deficits seemed to be influenced
more strongly by the G0 anomalies than the Pdef0 anomalies. This suggests that more severe Q and G
droughts are linked stronger to groundwater depletion than to meteorological droughts. This was to
be expected since groundwater creates a long memory in the system (Van Loon, 2015). This highlights
the crucial role of groundwater in drought management strategies since it can serve as a buffer during
meteorological droughts (Brakkee et al., 2021).
In sum, the severity of a drought event does not depend on the Pdef0 and G0 (anomalies), while
the deficit on individual drought days does. This is probably because droughts can last multiple weeks
or months, and thus the severity is also influenced by how the conditions change during the drought
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itself. These changes are not included when only considering the initial conditions before a drought
event starts, but they are when using the initial conditions before all individual days within a drought
event. However, for this thesis the relation between the Pdef sum during the drought, the groundwater
depth at the drought start, and the drought severity was analysed as well (Figure 36 in Appendix C.4).
This was studied to see how drought severity was influenced by the conditions during the drought. It
showed that more severe droughts had a larger precipitation surplus during the drought. Yet, this
merely reflects the climate of the Netherlands, which is characterized by an annual precipitation
surplus. Therefore, this relation was not included in this thesis.

5.3 Influence of climate change
To compare reference and future droughts, the reference thresholds were used to identify droughts
in the future scenario. However, comparing the reference and future thresholds themselves also
provides insight into future changes (van den Eertwegh et al., 2019). Figure 12 showed that future
thresholds are higher in winter and spring, while lower in summer and autumn. Thus, there was more
discharge and shallower groundwater in spring under the future scenario. In contrast, the precipitation
deficit in the growing season (Apr – Sep) increases under the WH 2085 scenario (Klein Tank et al.,
2014). Yet, the mean precipitation in winter strongly increases (Klein Tank et al., 2014). Thus, the future
change in Q and G thresholds reflects a delayed response of the hydrological system to the change in
precipitation.
Van Huijgevoort et al. (2014) studied the effect of climate change on low flows and drought
characteristics in multiple rivers. They found similar threshold changes for the Meuse, with low flows
increasing in winter and decreasing in summer. However, they also concluded that drought duration
and deficit increased for both seasons, while this thesis found that the future changes in drought
occurrence, duration and intensity depended on season, drought type and catchment. Under the
future scenario, less events started in winter and spring, but winter events became shorter while spring
events became longer. More events started in summer and autumn, but it depended on the drought
type and catchment if short or long droughts increased. On the other hand, the future intensity did
increase for all seasons, but the increase was fairly small in winter. Thus, even though future thresholds
suggest a wetter winter and spring, droughts starting in spring become longer and more severe. This
highlights the importance of not only studying changes in thresholds, but also looking at drought
characteristics (Van Huijgevoort et al., 2014).
Note that the previous relates to changes in drought events depending on the season in which
they start. Thus, it does not provide direct information on the specific changes within that season.
Therefore, the mean Q and G deficit per season were compared between the reference and future
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scenario. Analysis showed that only the Q deficit in autumn, and the G deficit in summer and autumn
significantly increased in the future scenario (Figure 17). Thus, when looking at deficits on individual
days in drought, only summer and autumn droughts are likely to become more severe. It should be
noted that this thesis used the WH 2085 scenario, which is the most extreme KNMI’14 scenario for
summer droughts (Klein Tank et al., 2014). However, a recent study by Linden et al. (2019) used a
higher spatial resolution and found more severe drying in spring and summer than expected by any of
the KNMI’14 scenarios. Therefore, it is likely that the actual changes will be more extreme than this
thesis’ results, even though the most extreme KNMI’14 scenario was used. Furthermore, this highlights
the importance of not only considering the characteristics of drought events, but also the deficits on
individual drought days. When focussing on drought characteristics, droughts starting in spring,
summer and autumn became more severe. Whereas the deficits on individual drought days suggested
more severe droughts in summer and autumn.

5.4 Influence of water management
5.4.1 Measure magnitudes
To study the influence of water management on droughts, three values were tested for hSmin and
fXG. Multiple values for each measure were tested in order to gain a broader understanding of how
the system responds to these measures. However, it is not possible to derive conclusions on the
systems’ sensitivity to these magnitudes since no comprehensive sensitivity study was conducted. The
lowest values (hSmin = 600 mm and fXG = 0.216 mm/d) were based on the catchment characteristics.
The higher values were more extreme, with fXG = 1 mm/d resulting in an annual groundwater supply
of more than half the annual precipitation, and hSmin = 1200 mm being half the channel depth.

5.4.2 Full year implementation
The influence of weirs and groundwater supply on drought impact was analysed for the 2018 drought
and future droughts. Both measures would have attenuated the G drawdown during 2018. However,
weirs would have decreased Q, while groundwater supply would have increased it. Similar long-term
results were found for future Q and G deficits, with only groundwater supply decreasing Q deficits
while both measures decreased G deficits. This highlights an important difference between the
measures: weirs store water in the channels, while with groundwater supply the excess water is
drained by the channels. Which measure is preferred, depends on the purpose. For instance, Q
droughts are less important when the focus is on preventing drought damage to crops, but they can
significantly affect aquatic ecosystems (Querner et al., 2001).
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It should be noted that weirs need to be implemented across the whole drainage system, else
other channels start draining the water (van den Eertwegh et al., 2020). In addition, weirs only work if
there is actually water available (van den Eertwegh et al., 2020). Since GW receives surface water
supply from Apr – Sep, there is always enough water available during the drier season. In contrast,
water supply is difficult for most catchments in the southeastern Netherlands due to a lack of rivers
nearby as well as the elevation difference between the catchments and the rivers (Phillip et al., 2020).
As a result, most of the inland catchments rely on precipitation and groundwater for their water supply
(Philip et al., 2020). Thus, using weirs in catchments without surface water supply might have different
outcomes than found here.
Nevertheless, previous literature showed similar results for weirs in other catchments (Querner
et al., 2001; Van den Eertwegh et al., 2020). For example, Querner et al. (2001) tested the long-term
(1969-1995) effect of raising weirs and channel beds for the Poelsbeek and Bolscherbeek in the
Netherlands. They found that groundwater levels increased, while Q drought duration and deficit
increased. Interestingly, they found that Q dynamics changed throughout the year, with more Q in
winter and less in summer. This was not directly observed in this thesis, but Figure 23 did show that
the Q deficit increased less in winter/autumn than in spring/summer for all hSmin magnitudes. A
similar long-term effect was observed for groundwater drainage by Van den Eertwegh et al. (2020).
The first year that weirs are raised, groundwater drainage decreased while groundwater storage
increased. After that, each winter increasingly more groundwater was drained, while each summer
increasingly less.
Van den Eertwegh et al. (2020) also tested the effect of 100 mm groundwater supply during the
winter and found that groundwater tables kept increasing even 7.5 years after the start of the measure
in certain regions. As the groundwater storage increased, the neighbouring catchments started to
discharge the excess water. It should be noted that they used catchments with groundwater tables
<2.5m and no drainage measures, which is not the case for GW. However, the increase in Q was also
observed for GW.

5.4.3 Seasonal implementation
The seasonal implementation results showed that weirs and groundwater supply decreased the future
G deficits in all seasons, even when the measures were only implemented in some of the seasons
(Figure 24 and 26). However, implementing the measures for a longer period did necessarily lead to a
significantly stronger impact. Only adding groundwater supply in MAM-JJA was enough to significantly
decrease G deficits in spring, summer and autumn compared to the future scenario without measures.
Only using weirs in MAM-JJA was sufficient for a significant decrease in spring and summer, but weirs
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were needed in MAM-JJA-SON for a significant decrease in autumn. Applying the measures in DJFMAM-JJA instead of MAM-JJA led to a significantly stronger decrease in spring but not in summer.
However, using measures in wetter seasons is not preferred since this can negatively impact
agriculture through water damage (van den Eertwegh et al., 2020). Figure 25 and 27 showed for both
measures that the DJF-MAM-JJA scenario led to higher groundwater tables in winter than the MAMJJA or MAM-JJA-SON scenario. Considering that there was no significant difference between the G
deficits in the reference and future scenario during spring, it might not be worth it to also implement
the measures in winter. Thus, since it is likely that future G deficits increase in summer and autumn,
implementing the measures during MAM-JJA or MAM-JJA-SON might be sufficient.
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6 Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to analyse the influence of climate change on hydrological droughts in the
Netherlands and the potential of water management to mitigate their impacts. The focus was on the
Grote Waterleiding [GW] and Lunterse Beek [LB], and the rainfall-runoff model WALRUS was used for
the simulations. Discharge [Q] and groundwater depth [G] droughts in the reference, future and water
management scenarios were identified using a daily variable threshold based on the reference
scenario. This made it possible to compare droughts between the scenarios, and thus to analyse the
influence of climate change and water management.
First, WALRUS’ ability to simulate the 2018 drought was analysed for both catchments. Even
though the goodness of fit measures (NSE and NSEi) were not always satisfactory for the calibration
and validation, visual comparison showed that the model simulated the recession and low flow quite
well for both catchments. Therefore, the calibrated parameters were used to simulate the reference,
future and water management scenarios.
Second, the relation between the Pdef sum in the 30 days before the drought starts [Pdef0], the
groundwater depth 30 days before the drought start [G0], and drought severity was analysed for both
catchments under the reference scenario (1981-2010). In addition, the relations were studied using
the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies. Multilinear regression showed that the Pdef0 and G0 (anomalies) could
not accurately predict the drought severity for drought events. However, there was a positive
corelation between the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies themselves: when the G0 anomaly was more negative
(i.e. G0 is shallower than normal), the Pdef0 anomaly needed to be more positive (i.e. Pdef0 is larger
than normal) for a drought event to start. This correlation was similar for all seasons, both drought
types and both catchments. However, it could be a direct result of the variable threshold method, with
droughts only starting when a variable drops below the threshold. Nevertheless, multilinear regression
did show that when the Pdef0 and G0 anomalies before an individual drought day increased, the Q or
G deficit on that day increased. Interestingly, larger deficits seemed to be influenced more strongly by
the G0 anomalies, which highlights the crucial role of groundwater in hydrological drought
management strategies. In addition, when studying the relation between precipitation deficit,
groundwater storage and drought severity, it is important to include how conditions change during the
drought, instead of only considering the period before the drought.
Third, the influence of climate change on drought characteristics and initial conditions was studied
for both catchments using the KNMI’14 WH 2085 scenario. The future changes in the drought
characteristics (occurrence, duration and intensity) showed that drought severity decreased for
droughts starting in winter, while it increased for droughts starting in spring, summer and autumn. In
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contrast, the Q and G deficit for individual drought days per seasons showed that only the G deficit in
summer (GW) and autumn (GW and LB) likely increased. Furthermore, the relations between the initial
conditions and deficits on individual drought days did not change under the future scenario, because
these are governed by catchment characteristics and those characteristics were not changed in this
study.
Lastly, the influence of weirs and groundwater supply on drought impact was analysed for the
2018 drought and future droughts in GW. Using weirs led to less severe G droughts, but more severe
Q droughts since there is no flow when the water level drops below the weir level. In contrast,
groundwater supply decreased both Q and G drought severity. This highlights a difference between
the two measures: weirs store water in the channel, while this is not the case for groundwater supply.
Seasonal implementation showed that implementing the measures for a longer period does not
necessarily lead to a significantly stronger G deficit decrease. Implementing the measures in MAM-JJA
or MAM-JJA-SON was sufficient to significantly decrease the G deficits in spring, summer and autumn.
In addition, using the measures during MAM-JJA or MAM-JJA-SON barely increased groundwater
tables in winter, and hence their negative impact on agriculture is expected to be small.
Overall, the results showed that future droughts in GW and LB become more frequent and severe,
especially droughts that start in spring, summer and autumn. When looking at individual drought days
in each season, G deficits are likely to increase in summer (GW) and autumn (GW and LB). This
highlights the importance of future water management, since hydrological droughts can develop into
multi-year droughts with long-lasting impacts. Increasing weir levels or supplying extra water to the
groundwater could both mitigate the impact of G droughts in GW. However, the influence of measures
strongly depends on a catchment’s characteristics and on the water management strategies already in
place. Therefore, further research is needed on the influence of water management strategies in other
catchments, especially focussing on the sensitivity of catchments to the magnitude and timing of a
measure.
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Appendix A. Data
Table 8. Overview of available data.
Catchment

Scenario

Variable

Years

Source

LB

Calibration/validation

Forcing

2000-2020

KNMI (n.d.-b); KNMI (n.d.-c)

Discharge

2017-2019

Waterboard Vallei en Veluwe

Reference

Forcing

1981-2010

KNMI (n.d.-a)

Future

Forcing

WH 2085

KNMI (n.d.-a)

Calibration/validation

Forcing

2000-2020

KNMI (n.d.-b); KNMI (n.d.-c)

Discharge

2012-2020

Waterschap Rijn en IJssel

Reference

Forcing

1981-2010

KNMI (n.d.-a)

Future

Forcing

WH 2085

KNMI (n.d.-a)

GW
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Appendix B. Calibration

Figure 28. WALRUS output of the calibration run for GW using daily data from 1 April - 30 September 2015. Note
that this thesis abbreviates groundwater depth with G, while WALRUS uses dG. See Figure 5 for a description of
the panels.

Figure 29. WALRUS output for calibration run for LB using daily data from 2019. Note that this thesis abbreviates
groundwater depth with G, while WALRUS uses dG. See Figure 5 for a description of the panels.
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Appendix C. Reference droughts
C.1 Drought events
Table 9. Occurrence and mean duration of individual and pooled drought events within the 30 year reference
period (1981-2010) for GW.
Occurrence (nr.)

Mean duration (days)

Individual

Pooled

Individual

Pooled

Q droughts

109

56

17

35

G droughts

61

49

33

42

Figure 30. For the 1995-1996 drought in GW during the reference period, the following time series are shown: the
rolling mean of 30 days from the daily observed precipitation (top panel), the discharge (middle panel), and the
groundwater depth (bottom panel). The dashed line represents the 20 th percentile thresholds and the shaded red
areas indicate (pooled) drought events.
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C.2 Drought characteristics
Table 10. Minimum, mean and maximum volume deficit and duration for all drought event in GW during the
reference period (1981-2010). Results shown for Q and G droughts.
Volume deficit [mm or mm*d]

Duration [days]

min

mean

max

min

mean

max

Q droughts

-0.04

-3.79

-89.26

5

35

352

G droughts

-30.78

-5171.7

-102751.02

5

42

364

Table 11. Percentage of droughts that start in a specific season, mean duration of droughts starting in a specific
season, mean volume deficit of droughts starting in a specific season and the mean intensity of droughts
starting in a specific season. Under the reference scenario for GW.
DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

Q droughts

nr.

537

505

568

538

G droughts

nr.

514

495

548

542

Drought events

Q droughts

%

32

34

23

11

starting

G droughts

%

29

31

27

14

Q droughts

days

16

26

71

41

G droughts

days

29

22

89

23

Q droughts

mm

-1.7

-1.8

-8.7

-5.6

G droughts

mm*d

-2138

-1368

-14 928

-1270

Q droughts

mm/d

-7.8e-2

-6.6e-2

-5.0e-2

-6.1e-2

G droughts

mm

-37.6

-37.7

-107.4

-42.7

Days in drought

Mean duration

Mean Vdef

Mean intensity

Table 12. Minimum, mean and maximum volume deficit and duration for all drought event in LB during the
reference period (1981-2010). Results shown for Q and G droughts.
volume deficit [mm]

duration [days]

min

mean

max

min

mean

max

Q droughts

-

-

-

5

43

424

G droughts

-61.59

-7724.46

-158679.31

5

52

409
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Table 13. Percentage of droughts that start in a specific season, mean duration of droughts starting in a specific
season, mean volume deficit of droughts starting in a specific season and the mean intensity of droughts starting
in a specific season. Under the reference scenario for LB.
DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

Q droughts

nr.

537

505

568

538

G droughts

nr.

530

517

572

558

Drought events

Q droughts

%

43

24

13

20

starting

G droughts

%

29

34

29

7

Mean duration

Q droughts

days

21

36

68

83

G droughts

days

30

42

91

33

Q droughts

mm

-

-

-

-

G droughts

mm*d

-2068

-2935

-20297

-2408

Q droughts

mm/d

-

-

-

-

G droughts

mm

-53.4

-41.8

-97.5

-70.1

Days in drought

Mean Vdef

Mean intensity

Figure 31. From top to bottom the panels display: the percentage of droughts that start in a specific season
(timing), mean duration of droughts starting in a specific season, mean Vdef of droughts starting in a specific
season and the mean intensity of droughts starting in a specific season. The results for Q (left) and G (right)
droughts are shown for LB under the reference scenario.
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C.3 Multilinear regression
Table 14. Multilinear regression results for relation between Pdef, G0 and drought severity (Vdef or dur) for Q
droughts in GW under the reference scenario. Only the significant relations are shown.
Vdef
30 days prior

-

during drought

-

anomalies 30 days prior

-

dur
dur = -28.2 + 0.44 Pdef + 0.05 G0
(p < 0.01, R2 = 0.21)
dur = -63.2 – 0.12Pdef + 0.07 G0
(p < 0.01, R2 = 0.1)
dur = -6.2 + 1.2Pdef + 0.18G0
(p < 0.05, R2 0.11)

Table 15. Multilinear regression results for relation between Pdef, G0 and drought severity (Vdef or dur) for G
droughts in GW under the reference scenario. Only the significant relations are shown.
Vdef

Vdef = 15640 + 41.1Pdef -12.5G0
(p < 0.05, R2 = 0.13)

dur
dur = -53.2 + 0.23 Pdef + 0.06 G0
(p <0.05, R2 = 0.16)
dur = -47.7 – 0.31 Pdef + 0.05 G0
(p <0.01, R2 = 0.21)

-

-

30 days prior
during drought

-

anomalies 30 days prior

Table 16. Multilinear regression results for relation between Pdef, G0 and drought severity (Vdef or dur) for Q
droughts in LB under the reference scenario. Only the significant relations are shown.
Vdef

dur
-

30 days prior

dur = -79.4 + 0.28Pdef +0.07G0
(p < 0.05, R2 = 0.15)
dur = 210 – 1.23 Pdef – 0.12 G0
(p < 0.001, R2 = 0.79)
dur = -3.8 +1.2Pdef +0.3G0
(p < 0.05, R2 = 0.18)

-

during drought

-

anomalies 30 days prior

Table 17. Multilinear regression results for relation between Pdef, G0 and drought severity (Vdef or dur) for G
droughts. Only the significant relations are shown.

30 days prior
during drought
anomalies 30 days prior

Vdef

dur

-

-

Vdef = 21175.95 + 178.5Pdef -10.83G0
(p < 0.001, R2 = 0.38)

dur = -1.95 – 0.82Pdef + 0.01 G0
(p <0.001, R2 = 0.63)

-

-

-
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C.4 Initial conditions

Figure 32. Relation between the Pdef sum ∑(𝐸𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑃) in the 30 days before the drought [Pdef0], the G 30
days before the drought [G0] and the drought duration. Results are shown for Q (left) and G (right) droughts in
LB under the reference scenario.

Figure 33. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before the drought start), G0 anomaly (30
days before the drought) and the drought duration. Results are shown for the Q (left) and G (right) droughts in LB
under the reference scenario.

Figure 34. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before the drought), the G0 anomaly (start
of the drought) and the drought duration. Results are shown for the Q (left) and G (right) droughts in GW under
the reference scenario.
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Figure 35. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before the drought), the G0 anomaly (start
of the drought) and the drought duration. Results are shown for the Q (left) and G (right) droughts in LB under
the reference scenario.

Figure 36. Relation between Pdef sum ∑(𝐸𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑃) during the drought, G at the start of the drought and the
drought duration. Results are shown for the Q (left) and G (right) droughts in GW under the reference scenario.

Figure 37. Relation between Pdef sum ∑(𝐸𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑃) during the drought, G0 at the start of the drought and the
drought duration. Results are shown for the Q (left) and G (right) droughts in LB under the reference scenario.
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Figure 38. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before an individual day in drought), the G0
anomaly (30 days before an individual day in drought), and the Q or G deficit (individual days in drought). Results
are shown for spring droughts in GW under the reference scenario (1981-2010).

Figure 39. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before an individual day in drought), the G0
anomaly (30 days before an individual day in drought), and the Q or G deficit (individual days in drought). Results
are shown for LB under the reference scenario (1981-2010).
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Appendix D. Climate change influence
D.1 Thresholds

Figure 40. G20 for reference scenario (1981-2010) versus future scenario (WH 2085) for LB.

D.2 Drought characteristics
Table 18. Change (future – reference) in percentage of droughts starting, mean duration, mean volume deficit
[Vdef] and mean intensity. Results are shown per season for Q and G droughts in GW under WH 2085 scenario.

Drought events starting
Mean duration
Mean Vdef
Mean intensity

Q droughts
G droughts
Q droughts
G droughts
Q droughts
G droughts
Q droughts
G droughts

%
%
days
days
mm
mm*d
mm/d
mm

DJF
%
%
days
days
mm
mm*d
mm/d
mm

MAM
-11
-13
-4.8
-6.6
+0.74
+1189
-7.3e-3
-5.6

JJA
-22
-8
+38.1
+65.1
-3.67
-13515
-7.2e-4
-52.7

SON
+13
+17
+20.3
+16.9
-1.29
-6976
-1.1e-8
-39.1
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Table 19. Change (future – reference) in percentage of droughts starting, mean duration, mean volume deficit
[Vdef] and mean intensity. Results are shown per season for Q and G droughts in LB under the WH 2085 scenario.

Drought events starting
Mean duration
Mean Vdef
Mean intensity

Q droughts
G droughts
Q droughts
G droughts
Q droughts
G droughts
Q droughts
G droughts

%
%
days
days
mm
mm*d
mm/d
mm

DJF
-14
-16
-5.0
-10.1
+841
-7.5

MAM
0
-19
-2.2
+25.0
-5715
-33.2

JJA
+7
+15
+18.3
-1.9
-325
-31.0

SON
+6
+19
-4.8
-2.5
-1150
-5.4

Figure 41. Change (future – reference) in percentage of drought that start in a season (top) and mean duration
(bottom) under WH 2085 scenario. Results are shown for Q (blue) and G (brown) droughts in LB.
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Figure 42. Distribution of drought duration in the reference (grey) and future (red) scenario for Q droughts in LB
in each season.

Figure 43. Distribution of drought duration in the reference (grey) and future (red) scenario for G droughts in LB
in each season.
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Figure 44. Distribution of drought intensity in the reference and future scenario for G droughts in LB.

Figure 45. G deficit [mm] for each day in drought per season under the reference and future scenario in LB.
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D.3 Initial conditions

Figure 46. Average reference and future Pdef and G0 anomalies 30 days before the for Q (blue) and G (brown)
droughts in LB.

Figure 47. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before an individual day in drought), the G0
anomaly (30 days before an individual day in drought), and the Q or G deficit (individual days in drought). Results
are shown for GW under the future scenatio (WH 2085).
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Figure 48. Relation between the Pdef0 anomaly (sum in the 30 days before an individual day in drought), the G0
anomaly (30 days before an individual day in drought), and the Q or G deficit (individual days in drought). Results
are shown for LB under the future scenatio (WH 2085).
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Appendix E. Water management 2018
Table 20. Full water balance for the 2018 run without measures (reference 2018) and with measures (hSmin and
fXG). For the fluxes the sum over 2018 is given, while dV, hS and hQ represent the change in the respective
reservoirs and dG represents the change in groundwater level. A negative number for dV and dG means an
increase in the storage deficit and increase of the groundwater depth.
P

ETpot

ETact

Qobs

Q

fXG

fXS

fGS

fQS

dV

dG

hQ

hS

648

689.5

535.2

136.8

149.4

0

11.6

82

54.1

-19.4

-101.2

-3.6

-2

hSmin = 600

-

-

563.7

-

112.5

0

-

26.5

71.2

-9

-50

-4

-3.6

hSmin = 900

-

-

576.4

-

99.1

0

-

-0.1

81.9

-5.8

-33.3

-4

-6.1

hSmin = 1200

-

-

589

-

85.2

0

-

-29.5

95

-2.1

-14.3

-4

-8.5

-

-

571.9

-

102.1

0

-

14.9

72.6

-6.9

-39.2

-4

-3.5

fXG = 0.216

-

-

563.8

-

169.5

79.1

-

93

63.3

10.7

52.2

-3.6

-1.8

fXG = 0.5

-

-

596.5

-

203.9

183

-

110.7

80.6

46.8

242.6

-3.5

-1.5

fXG = 1

-

-

640.3

-

294.4

366

-

152

130.2

95.1

511.9

-3.3

-1

-

-

590.6

-

129.7

79.1

-

33.7

83.3

23.8

118.2

-3.9

-1.5

Reference 2018

hSmin = 600900

hSmin = 600 &
fXG = 0.216
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Appendix F. Water management future
F.1 Annual implementation

Figure 49. Relative change in the mean Q and G deficit per season between the future scenario without
measures and the future scenarios with measures.

F.2 Seasonal implementation

Figure 50. Boxplots showing the mean Q and G deficit per season for each year in the 30-year time series. The
mean deficit per season was based on days with and without drought, thus the Q and G deficit can also be positive
(above the threshold). Larger positive values indicate a smaller Q or G deficit. When the median of one scenario
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falls outside another scenario’s box, there likely is a difference between the scenarios. The seasonal codes behind
hSmin900 show in which seasons the measure was implemented.

Figure 51. Boxplots showing the mean Q and G deficit per season for each year in the 30-year time series. The
mean deficit per season was based on days with and without drought, thus the Q and G deficit can also be positive
(above the threshold). Larger positive values indicate a smaller Q or G deficit. When the median of one scenario
falls outside another scenario’s box, there likely is a difference between the scenarios. The seasonal codes behind
fXG0.5 show in which seasons the measure was implemented.
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